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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show of hands: who looks like this when you hear talk about third-party billing?Why? What makes you want to roll your eyes? Here are some things I often hear people site as some of the reasons not to institute billing activities:These have been and may still be valid points for publicly funded health care providers. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
But things continue to change. The proportion of women of reproductive age (15–44) who were uninsured dropped by 41% between 2013 and 2017. This is true for individuals below the poverty level, regardless of whether the patient resides in a state that expanded Medicaid.https://www.guttmacher.org/article/2018/12/gains-insurance-coverage-reproductive-age-women-crossroads



of Title X patients had some 
form of insurance71%
of insured Title X patients 
planned to use insurance83%

Guttmacher Institute, “Use of Health Insurance Among Clients Seeking Contraceptive Services at Title X Facilities in 2016,” June 2018.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A nationally representative sample of patients seeking contraceptive care at 43 Title X–funded sites in 2016 completed a survey assessing their characteristics and insurance coverage and use.Most clients (71%) had some form of public or private health insurance, and most of these (83%) planned to use it to pay for their services. Foreign‐born clients were less likely than U.S.‐born clients to have coverage (46% vs. 75%) and to use it (78% vs. 85%). Clients with private insurance were less likely than those with public insurance to plan to use their insurance (75% vs. 91%). More than one‐quarter of clients not planning to use existing insurance for services indicated that the reason was that someone might find out.Use of Health Insurance Among Clients Seeking Contraceptive Services at Title X–Funded Facilities in 2016 By Megan L. Kavanaugh, Mia R. Zolna, Kristen L. Burke First published: 12 June 2018
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Family Planning Annual Report, 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Third-party payer revenue makes up a large portion of the budgets of Title X projects – 50% (Medicaid, Medicare, Commercial). This confirms that – YES – many patients in Title X health centers do actually have insurance coverage and use insurance coverage! https://www.hhs.gov/opa/sites/default/files/title-x-fpar-2017-national-summary.pdf, FPAR 2017
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Presentation Notes
Grant dollars aren’t keeping up with inflation. So your grant has a lower purchase power than it did 10 or 20 years ago.
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Revenue Cycle Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But it’s important to consider implementing billing activities as a way to ensure the sustainability of your organizations.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of you are probably familiar with the concept of a revenue cycle. Some of you might not be and that’s okay. Here’s the definition, just to make sure we’re all on the same page.A revenue cycle is defined as all administrative and clinical functions that contribute to the capture, management, and collection of patient revenue. In simplest of terms it is the entire life cycle of the patient account from creation to payment. The revenue cycle is typically broken down by the front-end operations, the clinical encounter, back-end billing and the administrative tasks necessary to support the cycle. Revenue cycle management is the act of monitoring the components of the revenue cycle with the goal of increasing revenue. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mastering revenue cycle management first requires further defining the components of the cycle. If we list out the discreet tasks that take place within the four categories we saw on the previous slide, you’ll see the actual cycle of revenue collection take shape. These tasks may overlap into more than one bucket. For example, charge capture could be considered part of the front-end operations and the clinical encounter. The important part isn’t defining which bucket it falls into, but rather ensuring that all areas of the revenue cycle are considered. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
NFPRHA has developed a revenue cycle assessment tool to help you identify things you need to do to implement RCM for the first time. It’s also useful for those of you who already have some billing activities in place and are looking to review your practices to identify areas for improvement.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a tool you might find useful if you’re implementing billing for the first time, OR if you’re adding a new payer to the mix.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a screen shot of the tool – it is based on a set of assumptions that you can play around with. 



1,500 FP visits per year
40% % of new patient visits
40% % of patients with insurance

75% % of claims paid

5% 99201
10% 99202
40% 99203
40% 99204
5% 99205

5% 99211
5% 99212
35% 99213
50% 99214
5% 99215

125 FP 
visits/month

23 Weekly E&M
9 E&M New
14 E&M Estab

Projecting 
revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a closer look at the fields to play around with. Let’s use these assumptions to help project revenue.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pro-forma also includes some of the commonly billed services for family planning providers. You can play around with these numbers and the tool will auto calculate the projected reimbursement rate taking into consideration your other assumptions.So we used the previous assumptions and taking that into consideration, this hypothetical clinic could expect to see around $9,000 in revenue a month.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tool also includes a separate tab to help you track your clinic expenses and compare them to your anticipated revenue.



LESSONS LEARNED 
FROM THE PROCESS

Mary Bucher, USC Upstate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve asked Mary to speak about her experience using these tools, but also her broader experience looking into RCM implementation.



Regional comprehensive university in 
Upstate South Carolina

Campus Population: ~ 6,000 & growing
~66% female students



Facility

• Clinical staffing: 2-3 FTE nursing staff, 3 APRNs
• Administrative support & billing staff: 1.5 FTEs
• 4 exam rooms, large and mini lab
• Electronic Health Record (Point & Click)

Fiscal Structure 
• Student Health Fee funded
• Small revenue gained from various testing & procedures
• Choose Well Grant Funding 2017-2020
• Fee schedule for in clinic labs, credit or student account billed
• Quest bills insurance when desired for STI testing
• Cash pricing or referral when desired for Title X services
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Process Mapping



Lesson Learned #1:
Start with a clean slate
STOP DOING LIST: Minimize duplication, identify & resolve errors

AREA ERROR Resolution

Scheduling Pt scheduled & not eligible for services Stops in systems, guidance on referrals

Registration Insurance status not accurately captured Collect on all, create uninsured category

Patients do not have needed information at time of visit Info to parents & students at orientation
Health literacy initiatives

Charge capture Fee schedule discrepancies in online, in clinic, in EHR 
information

Systematize fee schedule updating to 
annual process

Inappropriate charge creation – clutter 
(E&M codes, dx codes)

Ask staff what charges are incorrect, 
prioritize fixing, clear guidance

Claims processing Duplication: Electronic and paper claims and tracking 
systems

Claims processing



Lesson Learned #2:
Complex problems require content experts

• Build up your network of helpful, experienced problem 
solvers and content experts to determine why & how

• Innovation & growth requires information seeking

• Don’t create what you can borrow 



Revisiting HIPAA Compliance

• HIPAA Privacy Rules

• HIPAA Security Rules



Partners in HIPAA Compliance 

HIPAA Privacy Officer

HIPAA Security Officer & IT Leadership

Parent organization policies & procedures

Institutional legal counsel

Chief Financial Officer

Partner institutions 

NFPRHA & other professional organizations

State & Federal governmental agencies
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Lesson Learned #3: 
I still think like a clinician  

Sometimes little changes have more ripple effect than you appreciate from your 
primary lens….

• Administrative staff functions
• Scheduling
• Registration
• Billing 
• Other

• Clinical staff
• Patient workflow impact 
• Documentation
• Orders & results

• Other 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who’s going to do all of the work that is required of revenue cycle management?Some of you have the ability to employ staff to work on this. Others may have to split up the work between center managers, front desk staff, and other administrative job functions. Doing the work of RCM can pay off, literally. Especially when you do it well. But how do you do it well?



High performing organizations have a culture that elevates the 
importance of the revenue cycle.

High performers…
• Master areas important to their particular circumstances. Simply 

put: They are good at what they need to be good at.
• Aren’t just good at setting goals; they are good at how they take 

action and execute strategies to achieve these goals.

Healthcare Financial Management Association (HFMA), “Strategies for a High-Performance Revenue Cycle: 
A Report from the PATIENT FRIENDLY BILLING® Project.” 2009.

Research tells us…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research tells us that organizations which place an importance on revenue cycle management tend to perform better in revenue capture. These organizations focus on mastering areas that are important to their particular circumstances. For example, if they have a high percentage of Medicaid patients, they will master claims submission to Medicaid and Medicaid MCOs. These high performers are also good at pinpointing areas for improvement and acting on them in a timely fashion. In a nutshell: a finely tuned revenue cycle process comes from identifying priority areas to develop expertise and from laser-focused oversight. They zoom in and interpret. Let me demonstrate. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who can read what’s on the screen? It’s tough, right? We’re overwhelmed with data 



Es ist Zeit für Ihre Kaffeepause am Nachmittag

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And how about now? Is it easier to see if we narrow it down?



Es ist Zeit für Ihre Kaffeepause am Nachmittag

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now? 



Es ist Zeit für Ihre Kaffeepause am NachmittagEs ist Zeit für Ihre Kaffeepause am Nachmittag

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like plain reading, in RCM it helps to zoom in on the data to be able to actually read it. That’s important, for sure. Now, who here knows what this text says? 



narrow in

1 2 3 a  b  c

interpret

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The moral of the story is that you have to be able to narrow in on your data. But you also have to be able to interpret it. 
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Key Performance Indicator 
Analysis



Key Performance Indicators

Baseline KPI
• Days in A/R
• Aged A/R
• Net collection rate
• Denial rate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most common measurements include gross and net receivables over 90 or 120 days by payer, days receivables outstanding, net collection rates, charge lag, as well as claim rejection and denial data. Baseline KPI’s are often included in monthly financial reports and reported to organizational stakeholders.



Key Performance Indicators

Advanced KPI
• Underpayment review
• Denial appeal rate
• Denial appeal success rate
• Self-pay collections
• First-pass resolution rate
• Clean claim rate

Hayes Management Consulting, “Beyond the Basics: Accelerating the Revenue Cycle Through Advanced KPIs.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Underpayment ReviewIn many cases, organizations don’t invoice the exact amount allowed by contract. There should be a regular review that compares actual paid claims vs. contracted rates. This has not been well developed in most institution, but plugging this underpayment hole can result in a significant boost to cash flow.Denial Appeal RateThis metric tracks the volume of denials that get appealed. It’s calculated by taking the total number of denials appealed divided by the total volume of denials. You can use either the claim or line item level for the calculation. If the percentage of appeals is not high then there is most likely an opportunity for automation to handle write-offs or adjustments. Another alternative is that staff is not focusing enough on denials.This measurement can help prioritize work efforts and identify areas that can aid in reducing denials. One way to dig  deeper is to analyze by payer, type of denial, track and trend for patterns and fine tune the system to automate where it makes sense, provide training or retraining, and share best  practices.Denial Appeal Success RateThis is the next logical metric following Denial Appeal Rate. It measures the volume of appealed denials that get ultimately get paid. It is calculated by taking the total volume of denials that are paid divided by the total volume of denials that get appealed. Self Pay CollectionsThis metric tracks the successful front end collections of patient self pay charges and is calculated by taking the amount of patient responsibility collected divided by the total amount of patient responsibility collectibles.First Pass Resolution RateThis metric tracks the percentage of claims that get paid on first submission. First Pass Resolution rate provides a look at the effectiveness of your revenue cycle management program. Clean Claim RateThis is the percentage of claims that pass internal claim scrubber edits and EDI (claims clearinghouse edits) and go directly to payer. Ensuring a high clean claim rates accelerates cash collection



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of how often private practice offices are looking at one of these KPIs. Interesting example. What’s your experience like? How often are you checking these baseline and advanced KPI? How often you would LIKE to be checking?
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Coding Audits



• Compare codes on fee schedule to covered services of 
contracted payers

• Review charges over a 3-6 month period of time
• Compare to fee schedule to look for trends in codes not 

used
• Compare between sites to identify inconsistencies
• Compare E/M codes to:

• Industry standards
• Across providers

Where and how to look?
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99401 99402 99403

Reimbursement $         19.00 $   30.00 $   41.00 

Total 

Original 2654 0 0

$       50,426 $          - $          - $ 50,426 

Conservative 2256 265 133

$       42,864 $   7,950 $   5,453 $ 56,267 

Moderate 1991 398 265

$       37,829 $ 11,940 $ 10,865 $ 60,634 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conservative (85+10+5)Moderate (75+15+10)



What would you 
do if you found 
these results?



Coding Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.acog.org/About-ACOG/ACOG-Departments/Long-Acting-Reversible-Contraception/Coding-and-Reimbursement-for-LARC?IsMobileSet=falsehttps://www.fpntc.org/resources/coding-reproductive-health-care-environment-fundamentals-coding-elearning-module-1https://acogcoding.freshdesk.com/support/login



How do you fine-tune 
your revenue cycle?



Es ist Zeit für Ihre Kaffeepause am NachmittagIt‘s time for your afternoon coffee break!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It's time for your afternoon coffee break



Thank you!

Contact Amanda Kimber at 
akimber@nfprha.org or 515-710-8882

mailto:akimber@nfprha.org


• NFPRHA Back-End Bootcamp Training slide deck: 
www.nationalfamilyplanning.org/file/Sunday-3-18---Back-End-RCM-
Bootcamp.pdf

• NFPRHA Revenue Cycle Assessment tool: 
www.nationalfamilyplanning.org/file/Family-Planning-Revenue-Cycle-Assessment-
Tool---FINAL-with-RSF-logo.pdf

• FPNTC Financial Management Toolkit: www.fpntc.org/resources/financial-
management-toolkit

• FPNTC Coding Modules: www.fpntc.org/resources/coding-reproductive-
health-care-environment-fundamentals-coding-elearning-module-1

• ACOG LARC Coding Guide: www.acog.org/About-ACOG/ACOG-
Departments/Long-Acting-Reversible-Contraception/Coding-and-
Reimbursement-for-LARC?IsMobileSet=false

• ACOG Coding Help Desk: https://acogcoding.freshdesk.com/support/login

Resources

http://www.nationalfamilyplanning.org/file/Sunday-3-18---Back-End-RCM-Bootcamp.pdf
http://www.nationalfamilyplanning.org/file/Family-Planning-Revenue-Cycle-Assessment-Tool---FINAL-with-RSF-logo.pdf
http://www.fpntc.org/resources/financial-management-toolkit
http://www.fpntc.org/resources/coding-reproductive-health-care-environment-fundamentals-coding-elearning-module-1
http://www.acog.org/About-ACOG/ACOG-Departments/Long-Acting-Reversible-Contraception/Coding-and-Reimbursement-for-LARC?IsMobileSet=false
https://acogcoding.freshdesk.com/support/login
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